
LITERACY WRITING ACTIVITIES FOR KINDERGARTEN

Literacy Activity Ideas for Preschool Kids. These fun literacy activities for preschoolers will help kids develop the skills to
read and write on their own. (Visit the â€˜Literacy for School Age pageâ€™ for ways to say â€˜Helloâ€™ and â€˜Thank
youâ€™ in many different languages.

Each child will have an opportunity to do this during the year. Surround these events with lots of comments,
questions, and answers. If you don't understand some part of the story, take the time to get your child to
explain. What you'll need: Storybooks What to do: Read slowly and pause occasionally to think aloud about a
story. They can find and cut out those letters and then make a collage. You can say: "I wonder what's going to
happen next! Have a round snack of banana slices, crackers, cookies, or tortillas! Write their ideas on each
finger of the hand drawingâ€¦The tracing can be completed as described, or cut out, mounted, and decorated.
When complete-toast in toaster on light or under broiler. When mixed, children lay the bags on a flat surface
and practice writing their letters or numbers. When everyone has a comfortable place to sit and can hear you
easily, tell a story. Next have the children trace over what they wrote or was written for them with a marker.
Children use them to make letters or words. For example, read: Wolf voice: "Little pig, little pig, let me come
in. Pick a letter of the alphabet and try to find as many things on your walk that begin with that letter bird,
bush, bakery, etc. Encourage your child to express himself or herself. You are the child's cheerleader. We wish
you many wonderful hours of reading and writing with children! Alsoâ€¦keep individual puzzle pieces in a
baggie with puzzle title. Remember, it is better to talk too much rather than too little with a small child. This
project can be done in two or three stages. Some ideas that you could draw for them: a feather, small stone,
acorn, maple leaf, oak leaf, various leaf designs in your area, small twig or stick, dead bug draw him with legs
up pinecone, flower only if they can pick one , worm, pieces of grass, clover leaf and any other ideas you can
come up with. You can add a winter twist to vocabulary lessons by having children illustrate vocabulary
words in the snow. These pieces are rather large â€” smallest is about 6 inches â€” so they are easy for kids to
handle. Parents can be the best audience a child will ever have. Include books that show pictures and names of
familiar objects. Next have the child say or write three to five words that tell about the word. What you'll
need:. Outdoor Literacy Ideas for Kids  Use the entire alphabet and try to find something during your walk
that begins with every letter apple, boy, car, dog, etc. They grow as readers by connecting feelings with the
written word. Academically, my PhD research was focused on language and literacy development among dual
language learners. Check out our Knock-Knock Jokes 5. The activities are meant to be used in addition to
reading with children every day. The keys to successful TV viewing are setting limits, making good choices,
taking time to watch together, discussing what you view, and encouraging follow-up reading. Talking enables
children to expand their vocabulary and understanding of the world. They cut out the marker wordsâ€” and
glue each phrase on a separate sheet of paper.


